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The Animator in Virtual Production 
Motion capture continues to expand throughout feature animation, games and 
visual effects production in a process that has come to be known as Performance Capture. 
When combined with the use of a virtual camera, this approach to film making is 
typically referred to as a Virtual Production. Despite this alternative approach to 
constructing an animated performance for the screen, the need for a more developed 
understanding of how to create believable character animation continues to strengthen. 
Under the supervision of Chris Carter, the members of this panel, Paul Van Opdenbosch, 
Joel Bennett and Steven Mohr have been undertaking research in the field of animation 
and virtual production with the aim of developing new understandings about animation 
practice as 3D computer graphics technologies and processes continue to rapidly develop 
and cross-disciplinary boundaries.  This short paper outlines the significance of the often-
misrepresented animators practice to the field of virtual production. 
Animators are still an important part of the process of preparing a captured 
performance for the screen. At the time of writing, motion capture continues to result in 
movement data that needs to be manipulated by an animator before it is adequate for 
representing a believable character on the screen. As a result, a new role known as a 
“Motion Editor” has begun to emerge in the sector. According to leading New Zealand 
based visual effects studio Weta Digital a motion editor is primarily responsible for the 
retargeting and editing of body motion capture data. This is in many ways similar to the 
role of the assistant animator in traditional animation production.  
In a traditional production process, animators would work with rough drawings that 
focussed on movement and behaviour. Assistant animators, also known as “clean-up 
artists”, were responsible for redrawing the character so that it would appear on model. 
As a necessary part of their process they would ensure the character action was flowing 
smoothly from one frame to the next and often strengthening the animators poses based 
on the principles of animation. The motion editor uses their knowledge of the principles 
of animation to ensure the illusion of life is achieved and the original performance 
maintained. For example, in Avatar (Cameron, 2009), now famous for its extensive use 
of performance capture, animators had to not only clean the motion captured data but also 
animate the hands, feet, ears and tail.  
Side-by-side comparisons of the performance capture and the final image on screen 
also indicates that the animators working as motion editors strengthened the performance 
through their creative interpretation of the original performance capture. 
 
This was noticed by film theorist Kristen Thompson (Thompson, 2011) in her blog 
post where she questions the elusive boundary between performance and animation. 
Using the “publicity images that the studios themselves considered good indications of 
how close the expressions of original actors were to those of their characters”, Thompson 
considers how much the final character on screen truly represents the original 
performance. This is taken in light of comments made by James Cameron on the topic: 
I'm not interested in being an animator. . . . That's what Pixar does. What I do is 
talk to actors. 'Here's a scene. Let's see what you can come up with,' and when I 
walk away at the end of the day, it's done in my mind. In the actor's mind, it's 
done. There may be a whole team of animators to make sure what we've done is 
preserved, but that's their problem. Their job is to use the actor's performance as 
an absolute template without variance for what comes out the other end. 
(Abramowitz, 2010) 
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Cameron acknowledges that a team of animators is required to “preserve” the 
original performance. However, as the images show, and as Thompson explains, once the 
film runs through the theatre projector, the audience is unlikely to know what the 
“template” was like. 
Although actors and directors want to claim that the motion and gesture captured 
during performance capture go on to exist unchanged on screen for the audience to see, 
this is simply not the case as Thompson explains: 
Despite actors’ and directors’ claims to the contrary, the movements and 
expressions caught by performance capture are changed in many obvious and not 
so obvious ways. A close inspection of the comparison photos reveals the details 
of the transformation, but in watching the film, the viewer cannot necessarily 
gauge what sorts of changes were made. (Thompson, 2011) 
As Thompson points out, it is difficult to pick up on the changes made to character 
movement when watching the film. The degree to which performance captured data 
requires editing and manipulation was revealed to myself and the other researchers on 
this panel through our combined experimental practice. This has involved working with 
two motion capture systems, an optical system similar to that used in films such as Avatar 
and an inertial system similar to those used in many games and visual effects 
productions.  
Both systems did not capture fingers, toes, or secondary items such as hair and after 
capture, a “key frame reduction pass” was required to make the data manageable. Further 
refinement was needed to plant and lock feet to the ground and both required tweaks to 
the motion to remove unwanted ticks or shakiness. The motion capture data was very 
detailed and accurate, however, the motion still appeared to lack some qualities of weight 
and physicality. This was similar to the situation observed by Thomas and Johnston when 
using the Rotoscope at Disney: 
There was a certain authority in the movement and a presence that came out of 
the whole action, but it was impossible to become emotionally involved with this 
eerie, shadowy creature who was never a real inhabitant of our fantasy world. 
(Thomas & O. Johnston 1995, p.323) 
Like the rotoscope, motion capture is a very capable means of recording a 
performance, however, the movement tends to lack the illusion of life. This problem is 
amplified when the motion requires stylisation or application to a non-human or non-
bipedal creature.  
Just as the lead animator in traditional animation provided drawings to indicate 
behaviour and motion that required cleaning by the assistant animator, the motion capture 
system provides behaviour via the performer in a suit with motion that requires cleaning 
and strengthening by a motion editor/animator. Performance capture is only one part of 
the process for creating the illusion of a living thinking being for the screen. This 
research is therefore as significant to the creation of believable characters using 
performance capture as it is to more traditional techniques of hand crafting the 
performance through key-frame animation.  Both roles require a thorough understanding 
of how to create the illusion of a living thinking being for the screen through the illusion 
of motion applied to a digital puppet.  
- Chris Carter 
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